Would you like to help make Adelaide a National Park City?

The first and most simple action you can take is to sign the Charter at adelaidenationalparkcity.org to show your support. If you’re keen to take more action then here are some suggestions.

WHAT CAN YOUR BUSINESS OR ORGANISATION DO?

★ **CONNECT:** encourage outdoor or walking meetings. Being outside promotes creative thinking and provides a refreshing break that’s proven to increase productivity.

★ **GROW:** planting on your land can make our city and your business cooler and greener. Car parks, walls, roofs and other spaces can all be greened, with the added benefit of looking great, attracting customers, increasing staff productivity and decreasing energy costs. If your business builds or designs streets and buildings, give those designs a stronger connection to nature.

★ **HAVE A GO:** corporate volunteering, such as beach clean ups or planting, can provide team building experiences and enhance the environment. Lead by example and show how your business or organisation can be a great demonstration for a National Park City. Or even become a philanthropic business that supports others who need help to green their streets, parks and suburbs.

★ **DISCOVER KAURNA CULTURE:** learn how to acknowledge the land you work on as Kaurna land, or seek opportunities to support Kaurna-led businesses.

★ **WORK MORE THOUGHTFULLY:** create a business that operates in a more sustainable way. For example, organise a waste audit with KESAB, seek more sustainable products for your workplace, recycle as much as possible, choose renewable energy sources such as installing solar panels.